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Carolina in the Mornin’

by
W. Patrick Lang

	No one really noticed at first that the end of the road had probably been reached for mankind.
	The crisis began in the magic few days which lay between Christmas and New Year’s, 2037.  As historians later reconstructed events, the first sign that something unusual was happening was a “flash” precedence message from “Copernicus,” the permanent orbiting laboratory of the International Space Commission.  “Meteor Activity - distribution  heavy across northern hemisphere, impacts unmarked by sensor-predictable readouts.   Kelleher sends.”  That was the message.  NASA and the U.S. Air Force’s Space Command listened and watched after they received the “flash,” but there was nothing more to hear, nothing until “Copernicus” reported similar meteor activity in each of the following three days.  Nevertheless, there was no follow up activity because  no reports came in that anything had happened on the ground.
	Holiday cheer and a desire for peace and quiet in which to celebrate prevailed in the defense and scientific worlds and as a result the story, and interest in it died quickly.  It was only in February that someone noticed that machine driven data collection had generated  astronomical observations of this meteor activity from mountaintop observatories and also from the Hubbell telescope in orbit.  This data had not been considered significant and it was routinely routed on the Internet to consumers who had registered a demand for such information with the National Science Foundation in Washington.
	In March, a Cal Tech mathematics graduate student named Taylor Harrison Walker III working late at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena found that the information available showed that the points of impact of all the meteor strikes had been grouped in several places on the earth’s surface.  The Ural Mountains in Russia, the massif central of  France and three areas of the United States were all heavily bombarded by what was thought to be the remnants of an asteroid.  Upstate New York in the Adirondacks had been a center of activity.  The Blue Ridge Mountains west of Asheville, North Carolina were another as was the upper peninsula of Michigan.
	The graduate student’s supervisor showed little interest, but the student himself called his uncle, a captain in the North Carolina Civil Air Patrol, to discuss the meteors.  The captain normally would not have paid much attention, but his squadron had been planning for some time to fly a practice search near the forested and nearly roadless quadrangle described by his nephew’s data.
	Two days later an O-1 Bird Dog light observation plane lifted off  the runway of its CAP base on the civilian airport at Raleigh.  After an uneventful flight to the west, the aircraft refueled at Asheville and headed west into Haywood County.  North Carolina CAP operations headquarters monitored the flight over the old Collins KWM2a single sideband radio in the Bird Dog’s fuselage behind the back seat.  The last thing operations heard from the plane was a frantic call from the Flight Observer that the Pilot was circling an area on the ground where the trees had all been knocked flat.  The girl CAP Cadet flying as Observer then said, “There are survivors, there are . . .”   Nothing after that.  Meteor showers do not normally have survivors or even passengers.  This caused some curiosity, perhaps even a little humorous comment in the operations room.
	When the Bird-Dog became overdue past its fuel endurance, the CAP notified the North Carolina State Police that it might have an aircraft down in Haywood County, and also asked the U.S. Air Force for assistance.
	By the end of the following day only one thing was clear.  That was that we were at war, all of us, against them.  What they might be was not clear at first.  What was known by the end of that first day was that the State Police and the Air Force had lost every man and piece of equipment that they had sent into the area in question.  Aircraft and ground search parties alike vanished without trace except for strangely interrupted radio messages which ended in mid-sentence.  The recorded messages, when played back, babbled of circular areas with trees bulldozed flat, presumably to build obstacles and field fortifications.  
	The governor of North Carolina asked for federal assistance.  It was granted and preliminary instructions issued from Washington.  In response, the North Carolina Air and Ground National Guard mobilized behind a battalion of airborne infantry and a battery of field artillery of the 82nd Airborne Division brought in from Fort Bragg.  In an earlier time, the task force might have been made up altogether of regular, active duty forces, but twenty years of intermittent budget cutting and government shrinking followed by unsustainably high levels of military spending had made a difference.  As a long term trend military spending had shrunk slowly but steadily ever since the Bush Administration.  Research and Development had been at a virtual standstill for two decades with almost all available money devoted to keeping the Regular forces at a high state of readiness for participation in the interventionist foreign policy which enjoyed the support of so many voters.  No one had seen a really new piece of military equipment in decades.  As a result, the Federal Armed Forces now made up a fairly small portion of the country’s armed might, and the regular units that still existed were usually committed to overseas operations.
	It was thought at this point that the Haywood County woods were infested with backwoodsmen from the Tar Heel Volunteer Militia, an anti-tax and federal government group that had sworn the year before to liberate the state. They had been active along the North Carolina-Tennessee border.   People on the ground in western North Carolina did not know at that point that National Reconnaissance Office satellite photography showed a dozen areas stripped of tree cover along the interstate border and a new network of roads being built to connect the open spaces.  The pictures also showed some dark markings that the photo-interpreters believed to be the entrances to tunnels.
	Three days after the loss of the CAP Bird Dog, the government’s response, Task Force Westgard moved forward into the forest from a start line on a two-lane tar county road that ran east-west down a valley filled with small farms.  It was just after dawn.  The sun was shining with a few small clouds at middle altitudes.  It was warm for a winter day and as they advanced, the men were of the opinion that this was shirt sleeve weather.  The force was named (as was Army custom) for Brigadier General Phillip Westgard, a Regular Army man brought in from Fort Bragg to command in the emergency.  In the force were the Army paratroops and artillery, a battalion of M-1E3 Abrams tanks from the National Guard as well as two battalions of National Guard infantry, altogether about two thousand soldiers and fifty odd tanks.  For the first mile or so the only problem faced by General Westgard’s Task Force were those to be expected in maintaining order in a scratch brigade that had never worked or trained together.  The terrain was very rough, a series of mixed pine and hardwood-covered ridges perpendicular to the line of advance.  Westgard had wisely grouped the armor on two logging roads that directly penetrated the zone of operation and which led to two of the clearings that only he knew of from the satellite pictures.  One road went into the hills almost in the center of the zone, the other was parallel to this and halfway from the center road  to the grease pencil line that marked the southwestern edge of the area on the acetate covering of his map.  He led on the center road with the Regular paratroop battalion teamed with a ten-tank company.  He followed that with his command group of several vehicles including a massive armored force command track which was basically a room sized superstructure built on a tank chassis.  On the southwestern road, the penetration force was made up of one of the 800-man National Guard infantry battalions (1st Bn., 26th N.C. Infantry Regiment) and another tank company.  The rest of the Task Force waited in reserve where the two logging roads crossed the state tar road. The artillery was “in battery” in the reserve area and “registered” by map on likely targets.  On call at Asheville were six Air National Guard A-10 “Wart Hog” fighter bombers and three Apache helicopter gun ships from the Aviation Brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division.
	Westgard was an interesting man, a civilian-baffling mixture of combat hardened light infantryman and intellectual.  In the long, long Balkan Wars, he had earned a fearsome reputation as a man who relished combat for its own sake and for whom enlisted soldiers would generally go anywhere to do anything.  At the same time, his four years as a professor of chemistry and then of applied mathematics at West Point puzzled many.  When asked about his varied background by civilians who hoped that he would prove to be merely a misfit in the army, he would turn away with a shrug, unwilling to discuss the matter.  On this particular morning in the Smoky Mountains he was doing what he liked best, leading soldiers into battle.  His stooped frame stalked through the trees following the tanks and their whining clatter.  Camouflage dress covered his bones.  His helmet rode in the crook of his arm.  Up ahead, he could see the last of the tanks grinding and slipping up the clay of the logging road as it climbed toward the top of the next little ridge.  The smell of hardwood mold and rotting leaves filled his head along with the exhaust of the tanks.  His head was wet with the mist and dew of dawn.  The vehicles were shaking water off the leaves on the hickories and locusts of the forest.  Behind him walked  radio men, their packboards carried full loads with antennae waving above.  His aide de camp, 1st Lieutenant George Frederick Wilson followed the radiomen.  Behind Wilson, lumbered the big command track with its communications to the air support and the ground reserve at the tar road.  The track driver’s head protruded from his hatch.  Westgard noticed that the soldier wasn’t wearing his helmet.  A black armored force beret perched jauntily on one side of the black man’s head.
	A good idea!  “George, take this damned thing and stow it in the back,” he told the aide.  	George Wilson accepted the general’s helmet, and handed it up with his own to the driver who grinned down at him.
	 “I he’ped you out, Lootenant,” the man said with a grin.  “You don’ wan’ to weah that thang.”
	 “What’s your name, soldier?” the young officer asked.
	“Gaston Rutledge, Lootenant.  Ah’m f’’um Winston-Salem.  How ‘bout you, suh?”  	Wilson smiled back.   “Virginia, Alexandria actually.  Nice to meet you Gaston.”  He turned and walked up the muddy road to catch up with the general.  The last tanks were in sight again from the top of the little hill the command group had just climbed.
	General Westgard stood on the crest looking at the two tanks with his field glasses.  “3/B/1/2NC” was marked on the last tank’s stern.  Below this was the cavalry’s rectangle with a single diagonal slash through it.  “Third Platoon, Company B, First Squadron, Second North Carolina Cavalry Regiment,” he translated to himself.  A real mouthful, he thought.  Somehow, they have more flavor, the old names do.  The National Guard had gone back to using the Civil War era names of their units ten years before.  It had seemed strange at first, but now it was very natural.  Westgard would have rejected the idea that the change was a symptom of the growing weakness of the national government.
	On either side and in front of the tanks just up the road, he could see paratroopers from the 82nd, pulled in close to protect the big, deadly, but somewhat helpless monsters from close-in attack by men with courage and the right tools.
	One of the radios spluttered.  It was Lieutenant Colonel Peter Black, the Airborne battalion commander calling from up in front.
	Westgard took the handset while standing facing the radioman’s back, tethered to him by the length of the armored cable.  “This is Borderguard 6, over,” he said.
	“Gliderman 6 here,” Black answered.  “We have visual contact with the open space.  It starts at the bottom of this hill.  GPS will tell you where I am.  It looks about one to two clicks north to south and about the same on the other axis.  There are several destroyed aircraft in view, and what looks like a uniformed body out in the open, probably one of the state troopers, over.”
	“This is Borderguard 6. Any hostiles?”
	“Gliderman 6, negative on the hostiles right now.  I don’t like this..  It’s too quiet out there.  I am going to get my lead two companies into a perimeter here on the west side of hill 765 with the tanks inside.  Request TAC air orbit in vicinity.  Request confirm they’re loaded with Nape.”
	Westgard looked at his map, and nodded to himself.   Black was about 300 meters  to the west on the road, just over the crest of Hill 765.  “Borderguard 6.  Nape and Hi-drags,” the general answered.  This meant that the Guard A-10s were armed with napalm and high drag, high explosive fragmentation bombs for low level attacks.  They also had their 30-millimeter cannon.
	“Oldnorth 6, this is Borderguard 6,” Westgard said to the radio, calling the commander of his other column of attack, Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Ashton McClung.  There was silence for a moment while he imagined someone calling the Carolina Guard officer to the radio . . . 
	There were birds in the trees.  He heard the sharp little cry of a cardinal, and looked around for the red bird.  The deep throated idling of the tanks across the little valley made a reassuring backdrop.  Black and the rest of his unit, 2nd Battalion, 325th Infantry Regiment (Airborne), would be just beyond the top of that next hill.  He noticed that his little staff  were staring at him anxiously and he made an effort to smile at them.
	“This is Oldnorth 6, over,” came the voice.
	“Status report, Oldnorth 6, over.”
	“We just came out of the woods and are now 100 meters into a cleared area.  It’s roughly circular.  The CAP plane wreck is right in front of us..”
	“Oldnorth 6, that clearing must be closer to the Line of Departure than Gliderman’s.  You are ahead of him relative to the clearings.  Stay where you are.  Can you see anyone?”
	“This is Oldnorth 6.  There are two bodies in the CAP plane.  Nothing else . . .   Wait a minute Borderguard 6 . . .   There are a couple of holes in the ground near the wreck..”
	 Firing started to the southwest where Oldnorth was talking into the radio’s handset.  First there was small arms fire, both rifles and machine guns chattering with the staccato thump-crump of a grenade launcher mixing into the sounds.  Then a tank’s main gun spoke with a roar across the forested hills.
	“Oh Shit!”  Oldnorth 6 bellowed.  “They’re coming up out of the holes!   There are hundreds!  There are two, maybe three kinds!”  The Carolinian stopped talking on the Task Force command net.  He still had the handset tightly gripped in one hand, keeping the transmit key depressed.  Westgard could hear him talking to his own people.  “Open fire, damn it!  Keep shootin’, keep shootin’ . . .   Get C Company up here and put’em in the middle of the firin’ line.  Now!”
	To the immediate front, Westgard heard the paratroopers yelling at each other on the top of the hill in front of him.  “Gawd Damn!  Look at’em go!  What the hell are they?”  “Beat’s me.”
The two  Abrams tanks on the reverse slope of the hill right in front of him changed gears and charged up and over the crest, disappearing in a shower of broken saplings and red mud thrown by the treads.
	“Borderguard 6, this is Gliderman 6, over!”
	“Borderguard 6, what’s up?”  He did his best to sound as cool as Black.  A lot of people were listening.
	“There are several openings in the surface of the clearing.  Things are coming up out of those holes by the hundreds.  They are . . .  not human.  I don’t know what they are..  They are not coming at us.  They are going away toward the southwest corner of the clearing.   Uh! Uh! They’re going around a corner of the trees there.   Sweet Jesus!  Does this clearing connect?”
	“Oldnorth 6, this is Borderguard 6!” Westgard demanded.
	“They are assaultin’ my position,” McClung answered.  “We’re in a wedge formation with A and B Companies and the tanks in the line.  I’m bringin’ up the rest of my battalion.  Request priority of fire support!”
	Westgard nodded to Lt. Wilson who walked back to talk to the Fire Support Coordinator, a woman captain, who was seated at a map board in the command track.
	 “Oldnorth 6, you have priority of fires, talk to me,” Westgard said.
	“There are a whole lot of things like furry Great Danes with big teeth and claws,” McClung said.  “They came right at us like they thought maybe we would just run.  They’re easy to kill once you get used to the idea of shootin’ things that look like dogs before they bite you.   They killed two of my men who froze at first.  They seem  to be animals of some kind.  They’re pullin’ back now.  I can see maybe a hundred bodies..  They’ve stopped now and are just looking at us from a couple hundred meters off.  We’ve pretty much stopped shootin’.”
	“What else, over?”
	“There are some great big brown things that’re draggin’ machines out of the holes and carryin’ them to different parts of the field.  Some of the machines have wheels, three wheels.  Excuse me, Borderguard.  I want to talk to my Forward Observer.”
	Westgard knew he must not interfere with the National Guard officer’s ability to run his battle.  “Come on boys!”, he yelled over a shoulder as he ran toward the front line.  Down the hill he jogged, down into the mucky bottom.  It had a little stream in it, flowing across the road.  As he splashed through the mud, he heard the command track start to move behind him.  Up the hill he went jumping from one relatively dry spot to the next.  Now he was passing paratroopers standing in formation on either side in the wood.
	  Black’s reserve company.
	 “Airborne!, General,”someone called to him.
	He waved without stopping.
	 “Hoowa!” another laughed in the morning.
	He topped the rise to find a tank in the road.
	The tank commander, a sergeant was standing in the turret watching something below.  	He ran around the hull and stopped.  Black was standing ahead in the road.  His men and the armored vehicles were neatly spread out to bring maximum firepower to bear with as few blind spots as possible.  Out in front of the troops in the flat, denuded clearing was the spectacle of the century.  There were perhaps three hundred definitely alien beings.  Two thirds of these were running toward the corner of the clearing that Black had mentioned.  The rest were drawn up in a half circle facing the humans on the hillside.  He trotted down the slope to reach the paratroop colonel.  Black heard him coming, and turned to salute as he came to a sliding stop in the red mud.
	A corporal burdened with one of Black’s radios put out a hand and steadied him.
	“Hello, General.  What do you think?” the paratroop officer asked with a sweep of his arm toward the scene below them.
	“Remarkable, Peter, remarkable...”
	A couple of the soldiers laughed a little at that.
	Black looked at them.
	The laughter disappeared.
	“As you can see,” Peter Black said.  “There are the doggy ones that Colonel McClung mentioned.  They are on leashes here.  Then there are the variously brown or grey human looking ones, except they all seem to be about five feet tall.  They hold the leashes or are gathered in those groups of twenty or so each behind the lines of “dogs” and handlers.  I guess they are handlers for the dogs and not the other way around..  You notice that the ‘humans’ all have what look like shoulder weapons on slings..”
	“And the big, brown ones that he talked about?”
	“Ah, yes, there were some out here a minute ago, just before you showed up.  They were dragging those four, three-wheeled machines you see in the background.”  He looked at Westgard.  “I am assuming they are crew served weapons of some sort..”
	Westgard looked at the objects in question through his electronically boosted field glasses.  There were three “humans” for each “gun.”  As he inspected them, he began to think of the “humans” as people.  They were built like homo sapiens but smaller and without hair on the head.  They wore harness of some kind and were truly carrying things that looked a lot like rifles.  There were also tools that seemed very like pistols suspended from the belt portions of the harness.  They were naked and had organs that looked both male and mammalian showing under the belts.  The “field guns” had barrels with a three or four-inch aperture at the end of the tube.  There did not seem to be a “breech” for loading but there was something else attached to the side which might be a battery pack.
	“Directed energy weapon?” Westgard asked.
	The soldiers looked at each other until Colonel Black decided to reply. He was frowning at the thought.   “Could be, shall I open fire?”
	“No.  Have your men start digging right here.  Let’s see what happens in the other clearing.  Let’s stand behind this tank.” 
	Commands were passed and soldiers unloaded entrenching tools from each other’s rucksacks to begin the process of excavation which would make them disappear into the earth.
	Westgard looked at the “dogs.”  They were brown and grey like the “men” and strained at their leads while looking at the soldiers a few hundred yards away.  He could see the teeth.  They resembled boar’s tusks more than canine teeth.  The lower teeth protruded over the lip in several places.  The eyes had an oval shape.  He looked back at the “humans.”  They also had oval eyes.
	“Borderguard 6, Oldnorth 6.”  It was McClung.
	“Borderguard 6, over.”
	“Sir, they are fillin’ up this whole clearin’ with the ones they brought from your location..  I think they are goin’ to open fire with those “cannons,” and then try to overrun us.”
	“This is Borderguard 6.  Are you digging?”
	“Oldnorth 6.  You bet!”  In the background you could hear sergeants bellowing.
	“Borderguard 6.  If they attack, hold your ground employing priority air and artillery fires.  I am going to commit the maneuver reserve on this axis to capture their base...”  He looked up.
	“Roger that, Oldnorth out.”
	Black was grinning at him.  The man turned away and called on the radio to brief  his company commanders.
	“But first, I want to talk to Corps,” Westgard said to no one in particular, referring to his own commander at Fort Bragg two hundred odd miles to the east.  He was on way to the satellite communications rig in the command track when the war started up again in McClung’s clearing.  The first sound was a tremendous CRACK!-WHSSH!-BANG!, then another, and another.  The sky in that direction seemed to have changed color slightly to a more violet blue.  This was followed by many similar sounds that were less distinct and which seemed to come from smaller weapons.  The rifles, he thought
	“Dragon!  This is Borderguard Six.  Dragon This is..”
	A familiar voice emerged from the small speaker mounted next to the radio.  “This is Dragon Six, over.”  It was Major General Marcia Grayson, acting commanding general of Eighteenth Airborne Corps.  Westgard liked Marcia Grayson, but didn’t think she was qualified for Army Corps command.  This had  to do with  the indisputable fact that she was a Signal Corps Officer whose career had largely been spent in the White House Communications Agency.  So far as Westgard knew she had never heard a shot fired in combat.  Political influence had brought her to Fort Bragg as Deputy Corps Commander to “qualify” her for higher command.  There were a few combat arms women officers, but not many, and she was not one of them.  Her boss, the lieutenant general commanding, had suffered a heart attack the previous month and so Marcia was in charge.  It was an old, old, army story.
	“Borderguard 6 here, I am engaged on both axes at the first clearings...”
	“Dragon 6, we have your positions on GPS readout and the hot satellites show massive electromagnetic activity in Oldnorth’s clearing.  I have been monitoring your traffic with him, over.”
	Well, well, good for you old girl.  That will save time.  “Request permission to attack as described, over.”
	“Standby Borderguard while I talk to the Chairman.”  My, my, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff no less.  He began to hum to himself while listening to the speaker of the radio that was on the Task Force command net.  “Nuthin’ could be finer than to be in Carolina in the mahnin.  Nuthin’..”  There was a little knot of radiomen standing in a circle around him and Peter Black.  They were all intently watching him for cues.  A couple started to smile at his humming.  He began to account for the radiomen.  Three were his and two were Black’s.  Then there was another radio carried by a soldier wearing the 18th Corps’ Blue Dragon shoulder patch.  Ah, Corps Artillery, he’s on the fire support net..  “Oldnorth, how are you doing?” he asked trying to keep the anxiety out of his voice.
	“Borderguard, I have all the tanks up on line and firin’.  You must hear them.  I have lost one so far.  One of the things on wheels burned a hole right through the turret and set off the main gun ammunition in the racks.  You must have heard the bang.  The tankers are knockin’ the shit out of the wheeled things, now.  They pretty much have driven them underground again.”
	Lieutenant Colonel Peter Black, a regular’s regular frowned at the use of profanity on the radio.  Westgard could imagine his thoughts.  Ah, yes, the militia.
	“Roger that.”  Actually, he had not noticed anything different, but he was holding the handset away from his ear because the flat “Craack! Of the 120 mm. smoothbores on the tanks threatened to deafen him.   “And the sky is a funny color over you,” he said to McClung.  “ Have you called for air and arty?”  He looked at the man carrying the fire support net radio.
	The soldier nodded.
	“How about your infantry, Oldnorth?”
	“We’ve lost a few, mostly hit with the shoulder weapons, but some with the junk from the explodin’ tank.  Everybody with a shovel is diggin’ like crazy, includin’ me.  Here comes the air, the A-10s.”
	Westgard looked in that direction and saw two big, ugly, fighter bombers circling like vultures high over McClung’s clearing.  The Carolinian’s Forward Air Controller was talking now over the fire control net.  “Tarheel Leader, what did you see, over?”  Westgard saw the lead airplane in the three-ship flight as it came into sight over the trees.  It was climbing away to the right, rising from a low level run on the clearing.
	Westgard looked around for his Aide de Camp.  Wilson was right behind him.  “George, call Colonel Parasiliti, give him a warning order to move up the track to close on us with the 2nd of the 26th, and the rest of the tanks.  Why do you look like that?”  The lieutenant was smiling at him.
	“I did that ten minutes ago.  They are on the Line of Departure on the tar road.  I also warned the Snakes” By this he meant the helicopter gunships.
	“Well good for you, George, I do believe I’ll keep you.”  An explosion behind him spun Westgard around to see what had happened.  The A-10 that only a few seconds ago had been soaring away from the ground was now falling from the sky.  A wing had been neatly stripped off near the fuselage. The canopy came off.  The ejection seat rode outward on its rails, kicked out of the cockpit by two blank cannon shells. The seat flew parallel to the ground, then the drogue parachute appeared, dragging the main parachute canopy out of its packing.  Seat and pilot separated, the pilot swinging free under a white canopy while the seat plummeted to the earth.  A blue-white lightening bolt appeared for a second, connecting the ground with the parachute.  It burned a six-foot hole in the nylon of the canopy just before the pilot disappeared behind the tree tops.
	“Borderguard Six, this Dragon Six.”
	 Marcia.  What now, Marcy?   Would they like me to negotiate with them?  “Borderguard Six, over.”
	“Dragon Six.  The Chiefs want to know if you feel certain they are hostile.”
	 However did I know?  “They just shot down an A-10 that had finished a dry run on the clearing.  Then they shot the pilot while he was still in the air.  I think they are hostile, over.”
	The radio link from Dragon went silent.  Come on Marcy, give us a break!
	“Borderguard, this is Oldnorth, over.”
	“Go ahead Oldnorth.”
	“That was the same thing they have been shootin’ at the tanks whenever they get a chance.  I have one tank immobilized with a tread burned off by the way.  They hopped out of the holes and dragged the pilot down a tunnel right after she hit the ground.  They have her underground..  She was alive.  We couldn’t see her at first, because of the smoke from the burnin’ A-10, but then we saw the struggle as they dragged her away..”
	“This is Dragon Six.”
	For an old lady, you really are kind of a fox, Marcy...  “This is Borderguard Six.”
	“Your attack plan is approved, Borderguard.  Out.”
	“Well, thank you ma’m!” he said to no one in particular not realizing that he was still transmitting.  “George, get Parasiliti’s people up here!”
	“Yes, General.”
	“Oldnorth six?”
	“Oldnorth here.”
	“Get the artillery working on all the wheeled weapons positions, then the tanks, then the two A-10s with Nape.”
	“What about the pilot?”
	“I think we have to assume she’s dead, Oldnorth.”
	“Why do you say ‘she.’”
	“We heard her on the radio.”
	“Roger, out.”
	The woman artillery captain in the command track began repeating for him the traffic she was hearing.  “Remaining three A-10s inbound to orbit.  Snakes lifting off now.  155's firing for effect.”   He nodded to her, and started to walk away, looking for Peter Black.  “Sir,” she said.  Something in her voice made him turn.  “There is something wrong with General Grayson.  I could hear it in her voice,” she said.
	He had not really looked at her before.  She was a remarkably pretty brunette.  “You know her that well?”
	“Yes.”
	He felt sad, in a way inappropriate to the moment.  Oh, Marcy, I didn’t think you were yet another . . .   Then he saw the resemblance.  “What’s your name, Captain?” he asked.
	She looked at him suspiciously, guessing what he might be thinking.  “Grayson, she’s my father’s sister, my aunt.”
	“Thanks, Captain.  Thanks very much, get this thing back over the crest before they start shooting here as well.”
	The aliens opened fire just as the big vehicle cleared the top of the hill and disappeared behind it.  Evidently they had been startled by the suddenness of its movement and the lightning bolt was high.  It cut a pine tree in half dropping the top across a squad of Black’s paratroopers.  	The armor company commander then made a quick decision and backed all his vehicles up and over the hill leaving their turrets and guns exposed in the classic “hull down” position that would give them the most protection.
	The aliens then switched their fire to the paratroopers.  Most of the men were down in the four-foot deep holes they had already excavated, and were safe, but the squad struggling to get out from under the pine top were caught in the open.  Three died, burned to crisp, unthinkable objects only remotely human in remembrance.
	The tanks and infantry returned fire with a roar that must have been heard in Asheville.
	The fight in McClung’s clearing raged on for the hour it took for the rest of the Task Force to reach Westgard’s position.
	The artillery pounded and pounded McClung’s opponents, trying to keep them underground.  In this situation, the aircraft proved surprisingly ineffective.  The reason was simple.   Every time an A-10 or attack helicopter came too close, it was destroyed.  The loss of two more aircraft made that clear.  It was up to the soldiers.

	The Second Battalion, Twenty Sixth North Carolina Infantry Regiment under the command of Lieutenant Colonel T. J. Jackson Parasiliti arrived behind Hill 765 with the men heaving and steaming from the exertion of the long run across the ridges.  Along with them came ten more Abrams tanks of the 2nd North Carolina Cavalry.
	General Westgard’s plan was simple.  He would have the 2/26 N.C. Infantry form in line with their armor support behind Hill 765 to the right of Black’s paratroopers, but behind the ridge line and out of harms way.  At the last minute, he would switch the artillery fires from support of McClung to bombardment of Black’s clearing with a mixture of high explosive and smoke shells.  At the same time, he would order the air support to do all they could against the same target. Parasiliti would come over the crest of Hill 765 and down the forward slope headed for the clearing.  Peter Black and his 2/325 Airborne Infantry would climb out of their holes  and move forward on the left as Parasiliti came abreast.  Westgard made sure that Black’s attached tanks would come forward to join the assault.  The two battalion teams would assault across the clearing to capture the entrances to the tunnels.  After that, they would play it by ear.  Westgard suspected that it would be necessary to go underground to dig the aliens out.  It was not a thought he really wanted to face just yet.
	In the midst of his preparations, General Grayson called him again.  “Borderguard, how long till LD time,” she asked?
	Now, why are you pushing, Marcy? he asked himself.  What was it your niece said?  “Five minutes, Dragon Six, why?”
	“Just get on with it, Borderguard.  Everyone doesn’t see this as clearly as we do..”
	Ah.. The Chiefs, and God knows who else.  Westgard could picture the faces of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  The two women members, the heads of the Air Force and Navy, were known to hold the view that the proper role of the armed forces in the “modern” world was in U.N. sponsored Peace Keeping and Nation Building projects.  No one knew what the Army chief of staff thought.  He was the ultimate uniformed Washington politician. The Chairman was not much better, a product of the new Science Corps.  “Wilco, Dragon Six,” he said.  “Standby, we will have this underway in a minute, out.”  He was sitting in a hole in the middle of Black’s position during this conversation.  George Wilson, his aide, sat next to him, and somehow the black National Guard driver of the command track had installed himself there as well.  He had a radio on his back.
	He saw the general looking at him.  “Back-up Task Force net, suh,” he offered by way of explanation. 
	Christ, if we have any more radio operators, there won’t be anyone left to shoot!  He reached for the handset from the man’s radio.  “Net call, Task Force Borderguard, over,” he said into the microphone.
	Gliderman (the 2nd/ 325th Airborne Infantry) Oldnorth (the 1st /26th   N.C. Infantry) Saber (the 1st/2nd N.C. Cavalry tanks) Burgwyn (the 2nd /26 N.C. Infantry) Redleg (the 155mm. artillery battery) and Amelia (the air and artillery coordinator) checked in and went silent waiting for him.
	“Execute attack order,” he said over the secure voice radio net.  “Good luck to you all.”
	They acknowledged in turn as he heard the tank engines start behind the crest.  The crash and bang of 155 mm. projectiles landing in the other clearing stopped abruptly as the artillery gun crews back at the at the road responded to new instructions from their Fire Direction Center.  After a few seconds, Westgard heard the Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! of the six howitzers, then the whistling, rushing sounds of the shells passing overhead,  clearing the top of Hill 765 by a few hundred feet, then the bang! bang! bang! bang! bang! bang! of the strike of the shells as white smoke billowed from them in a band across the near end of the cleared space below him.  The tanks rolled up and over the top of the ridge line.  There were twenty in a neat line about forty yards apart with the tank commanders standing in their cupola hatches facing forward while anti-aircraft machine gunners stood in separate hatches facing aft behind their weapons.  On the right, between each pair of tanks and a little behind, the 800 soldiers of the 2/26th N.C. Infantry crossed the topographic crest of the hill mass and started down the slope.  Their mottled green and brown field uniforms blended in nicely with the colors of the hillside.  Their formations and spacing looked like a demonstration at Fort Benning, the Infantry School.
	Very nice! Westgard thought.  I hope the thingies don’t have some kind of heat detection gear.  He looked at Peter Black, the Airborne battalion boss in the next hole.  The professional was watching the National Guard tanks and infantry advance down the hill.  Black turned to him and held up a thumb in approval.
	Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! The guns hammered.  The white smoke drifted in dense clouds across the valley.  Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! A new sound as the artillery shifted to alternating salvos of smoke and high explosive.
	The advancing line came abreast of Black’s position as the paratroopers climbed out of their holes.  “Let’s show these Legs how to do this,” a sergeant yelled over the deafening, whining noise of the tanks, artillery and mortar fire.  “Remember Vladimirov!” yelled another paratrooper in the kind of non-sequitur so dear to veteran soldiers’ hearts.  It was a reference to one of the battalion’s most memorable fights in the Third Balkan War.  “Let’s give these Romanian bastards what they came here for!” cried another.  “Airborne!  Airborne, all the way!” chanted the paratroopers as they started forward with the advancing Carolinians.
	General Westgard found himself exactly between the two battalions going down the hill.  He walked around the back of an Abrams to place himself in the midst of a moving Carolina rifle squad.  They were in a diamond formation just to the right of the tank.  They were big and bulky in Nemourlon body armor.  There were four more such squads in the gap between the two tanks.
  	Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! Whump! 	The high explosive shells crashed into the valley floor.  bang! bang! bang! bang! bang! bang!  White smoke drifted in protective clouds across the direction of advance of the force.
	In the squad to his right, Westgard saw a soldier reach into his shirt front to pull out a folded piece of colored cloth.  The man hooked the metal grommet at one corner over the point of his bayonet, then fastened another corner of the cloth to the trigger guard of his rifle.  He shook out the flag and held it over his head for the men to see.  It was three feet square, and red with the blue Saint Andrew’s cross and white stars.  Embroidered in white across the blue “X” was “26th North Carolina Volunteer Infantry,” and below that the word “Gettysburg.”
	Westgard remembered then.  He remembered the simple marker at Gettysburg that showed the limit of advance of the 26th in Pickett’s Charge.  That day they had followed their leaders and red flags to within ten yards of the flaming Union lines.  Today you’re going all the way, Bubbas, all the way..  He heard laughter to his left and looked up at the black face and O.D. tanker’s helmet of the .50 caliber machine gunner in the rear hatch of the tank.  The man’s head disappeared for a moment.  When he reappeared, he had a brass trumpet in his hands, a band instrument.
	They were almost to the bottom now.  There was still no fire from inside the smoke.  	Maybe a walkover?  Nah!  He heard the artillery shift to aiming points farther away.  The impact sounds were distant.  They had almost reached the smoke.  He looked right and left.  It was remarkable.  The attack rolling downhill looked like one of the illustrations in the manual on how to do this.
	The three Apache helicopter gun ships rose from behind Hill 765 and the attacking force.  From fifty feet above the ridge they fired their Gatling guns and full loads of H.E. rockets into the smoke ahead.  In response, a lightning beam skewered the center Apache neatly through the middle of the pilot’s windscreen.  The helicopter rolled over on its side, and dropped like a stone to the hilltop where it exploded in a ball of fire.
	Westgard could feel the heat from the burning Comanche three hundred feet away.  Aw Shit!  They can see through the smoke.  He jumped a fallen tree trunk, and heard the tank smash the same log as it rolled over the piece of wood, reducing it to splinters in passing.
	The Abrams crewman began to play the old Hoagie Carmichael tune about Carolina in the morning.
	This was the tank we were standing behind . . .   He looked up at the black face.
	The soldier wasn’t playing now.  He was staring at something else.  It was the red, square flag carried high above the infantryman’s head.  They had come to the wall of smoke.  The lines were moving steadily forward.  The tanks howled and whined in their mechanical fury.  The gunner started to play again.  It was “Dixie.”

“Oh, I wish I was in the land of cotton.
Old times there are not forgotten.
Look away, look away,
 look away, Dixieland..”

	There was a sob in the last notes.
	Maybe old times are forgotten, Westgard thought, or maybe not.
	The infantry picked up the pace to a trot.  One of the Guardsmen began to scream with a bone chilling, ululating, high-pitched sound.  Suddenly the shattering war cry was everywhere, filling the secret places of men’s souls.  The tanks accelerated to keep pace, and then they all crossed the line into the hidden world inside the smoke.
	From her position on the ridge, it seemed to Captain Alison Grayson, the fire support coordinator that they vanished from the sight of mankind, swallowed up by the whiteness.  Only occasionally could she catch glimpses of them through thin places in the barrage.  In obedience to Westgard’s plan, she stopped the artillery fire since she could no longer see to adjust it.  It’s up to them, now, she thought, just them.

	General Westgard later wrote that the first few yards in the smoke were almost disappointing.  The ground was grey, soft, and flaky.  The men’s boots kicked up clouds of what looked like ash.  The steel treads of the tanks spun faster as they felt for traction.  The Carolinians were still screaming and the bugler was still playing as they trotted forward.  “Slow motion, it was like we were in slow motion,” he told people later, “and it stayed that way for a while.”  I wonder what the Airborne think of all this noise, he thought.  They hate to be upstaged...
	It was right then, when they had penetrated about twenty yards into the smoke that they learned that they would have to fight for every square foot of the valley and that many of them would die that morning, for while they watched, something strange happened, but something in keeping with the morning’s events.  Holes abruptly appeared in the ash to their front.  The holes opened everywhere as far as you could see in the smoke.  Suddenly, there were hundreds of the holes. Out of them popped a type of alien no one had seen yet.  These were over six feet tall, covered with fur of various colors and perfectly bipedal.  They wore black harness hung with what could only be the tools of a warrior’s trade.  In their hands they carried the “rifle” seen before, but these weapons had a two foot long blade on the end that would have been called a bayonet in any army on Earth.  Some of the aliens had blades hanging at their sides that were three or four feet long.  There were hundreds and hundreds of these creatures within Westgard’s field of view.  They came up out of the ground covered with ash, and they charged without a sound straight at the assault line.
	The shock of their appearance might have been expected to slow or even halt the momentum of Westgard’s attack, but it did not.
	Black’s paratroopers were the crème de la crème of the Regular Army.  They were men who had no home but the Army and no destiny except their profession.  They had come from nowhere, and to nowhere they would return when their service was done.  “The scum of the earth, enlisted for drink,” Wellington had called similar men.  Their collective identity resided in their regiment.  To them, the big, furry things with guns were just another in a long succession of opponents who had dared to challenge them.  Like the others, these would pay for the privilege.
	The Carolina infantry and cavalry were lost in a different dream, a dream filled with tribal fury.  This enemy was on their soil and they would kill them all if they could.  They would kill them together.
	The tanks’ coaxial machine guns opened fire cutting down the ranks of the aliens like a scythe cutting wheat.  The staccato chatter of these guns rattled on and on.  In the turrets,  loaders pulled high explosive ammunition from the big guns and replaced it with anti-personnel ammunition.  In these shells, each shot would deliver several hundred flexible, finned, steel darts.  With the completion of the hurried process of reloading, the 120 mm. smoothbore cannon in the turrets roared, spewing their load of finned death as though they were giant shotguns, cutting swathes of annihilation through the charging enemy. The aliens never flinched even though they dropped by the dozens, nailed in place by the darts.  On they came, the big, furry creatures closing rapidly with Westgard’s infantry.  They fired their weapons as they came.  Each shot from the “rifles” was accompanied by a SNAP! CRAACK! and a bluish streak of light that “connected the dots” between the targeted soldier and the weapon.  The Carolinians returned the fire.  The steel jacketed bullets from their assault rifles and squad machine guns dropped aliens by the dozens.  The alien charge swept in between the advancing tanks, forcing the cavalry to cease fire to avoid hitting American soldiers.
	The smoke began to clear, blown away by a light breeze from the southwest.  A ray of light pierced the thinning whiteness, illuminating for Westgard a scene that might have appeared on the cover of the most lurid of science fiction novels.  John Carter, Warlord of Barsoom was the first title to flash through Westgard’s mind.  Or maybe, The Red Princess, he mused, or was it The Red Planet.
	Out in front a bigger hole opened in the ground.  A muzzle rose to appear in this opening, appearing in much the same way that antique coast defense guns could be seen in films to rise into “battery” on some sort of mechanical lift.  A monster FLASH! WHZZ! burned the air as the “gun’s” thunderbolt impaled the tank that Westgard had followed into the valley.  This lightning was aimed low and missed the turret magazine.  Instead, it ignited the tank’s fuel with a roar, killing the driver and most of the turret crew.  The anti-aircraft gunner scrambled out of his hatch and rolled over the edge of the burning hull, falling eight feet to the ground where he lay with his clothes smoking.  The trumpet was still gripped in one black fist.  Lieutenant George Wilson ran to his side and beat on the smoldering clothing.
	Half a dozen “furries,” as they came to be called, smashed their way into the middle of the squad around Westgard, killing two riflemen on their way in.  Westgard was astonished to see that one of these men was done to death with a “furry’s” bayonet which was wielded in a kind of stylized dance that was familiar but very unlike the technique taught at Fort Benning.  He had his old 9 mm. Beretta automatic pistol in his right hand.  He had been carrying it and wishing he had a rifle throughout the attack.  Now, he shot the nearest alien twice in the head and watched the thing topple over in a kind of slow motion collapse that didn’t seem right for the amount of damage which his bullets should have caused.  Most of the “furries” near him went down in a torrent of bullets but two of them survived long enough to grapple with the Carolinians hand to hand.  One of the aliens killed his opponent in a display of the strangely familiar bayonet technique before being dispatched with a  40 mm. rifle grenade fired into his chest by a corporal standing next to Westgard.  The grenade traveled just far enough from the muzzle of the corporal’s weapon to arm itself at a point about three inches inside the “furry’s” chest.  There it detonated, throwing black bone, silvery organ tissue, grey cartilaginous material and orange “blood” in all directions.  The second enemy warrior was clubbed in the head by the Carolina squad leader after it shot a rifleman and was attempting to bayonet the man’s prostrate body.  Westgard yelled “No!” to keep the downed enemy soldier alive.  It was a near thing, but he and George Wilson, managed to keep the enraged National Guardsmen from finishing the thing off.
 
	Forty minute later, Westgard raised his head to look around.  The “furries” had countered-attacked three more times.  The smoke was gone.  The sun shone down on a landscape from the Inferno.  The blue sky and puffy clouds overhead seemed utterly out of place.  His troops had killed every alien who had emerged from the holes. Their bodies lay scattered thickly across the ash covered plain.  The Task Force advance had finally stopped about halfway across the ash field, brought to a halt by emotional exhaustion and shock at American losses.  He could see that his men had killed many, many enemy, but he had lost half his force.  The tanks had wrecked the alien lightning machine but had nearly been destroyed themselves in the process.  Their carcasses marked the path of the attack across the sooty valley.  Some still burned with hatches billowing smoke from internal fires.  Some stood silent with their shattered turrets lying upside down beside them, beheaded by magazine explosions.  He realized now that his assault had crossed only part of the valley floor, but there were no live aliens in sight except for his prisoner.  This thing thrashed around on the ground trying to break out of its bonds.  From the corner of his eye Westgard saw a Carolinian “butt-stroke” the monster in the side of the head with his rifle.  It lay quiet.  Westgard hoped it was not dead, but decided it was not worth discussing at the moment.  Christ, let there not be more of these things!  he thought.  Please God!  Please..  In the stalled assault force men were giving each other first aid, re-loading weapons and staring ahead grimly, waiting for the “furries’” next move.
	In every combat action there is a point at which the growing negative factors of lost materiel, murdered human potential, and expended will power begin to outweigh the positive factors in the situation.  Carl von Clausewitz, the German philosopher of war, called this the “culminating point” of a battle.  If the goal of the operation is reached before this point is reached, then victory is won.  Somewhere in time and space, the god of soldiers rolled the iron dice of war to know Task Force Westgard’s fate.
	“Borderguard Six this is Oldnorth Six, over.”  The sound of the radio “squawk box” startled everyone near Westgard.
	“This is Borderguard, over,” he responded.
	“Oldnorth Six here,” McClung said.  “I am maneuverin’ to your, ” then nothing more.
	Behind Westgard on the ridge, Captain Grayson stared in horror at the carnage below.  She could see that Westgard’s force had nearly destroyed itself in wrecking the alien attacks.  The paratroops had suffered even heavier losses than the Carolina Guardsmen.  She thought the worst must be passed, but even as she watched several more large holes opened in the ash out in front of the survivors of Westgard’s assault.
	From the openings rolled two armored vehicles.  They were not tanks.  Tanks have treads and these things had four wheels on each side, but they did have a turret from which protruded the snout of the same “lightning” gun that had done so much damage.  Grayson was a student of military history, an unusual thing in a woman officer.  She recognized the silhouette of the wheeled armored vehicles.  Except for the “lightning gun,” these weapons were close copies of German armored cars of World War Two.
	Down in the valley, General Westgard saw the armored vehicles rise from the earth and tried to prepare himself for the end.  At least, I will die with the men, he thought and then was surprised at himself for thinking that.  Around him, he could feel them sucking in breath, reaching inside themselves for whatever might be left.  My God, the sun is bright, he thought.
	In that shining light, under the blue Carolina sky, a strange machine climbed into the air from a third opening in the ground.
	A helicopter, not a helicopter!  It can’t be a helicopter, he thought, but there it was, hovering shakily in the air twenty-five feet above the ash, kicking up a blinding cloud of dust.  Its rotors whirred and beat at the air.  Beneath its chin hung one of the ubiquitous “lightning guns.” It swung slowly on its vertical axis, turning toward a target on the left of Westgard’s line.  As its profile came into view, he saw that it was a “Cobra”, a helicopter gun ship of the Vietnam war era.  That can’t be, he thought.  That can’t be..  As he looked at it, he began to see that it was not really a “Cobra.”  It was an entirely new machine, rather crudely built, but resembling a “Cobra” and flown by someone or something that had no real skill in flying such a machine.  Through the windscreen, he could see the “furry” pilot.  The “Cobra” fired.  There was a massive explosion from the invisible target on the left.  Another tank gone, he thought.  “How many left, how many?”  The nose of the helicopter began to swing back toward him as the two “armored cars” started forward in front of it.
	“Get ready!” young George Wilson yelled.
	Our Father who art in heaven, Westgard prayed, hoping that he would be forgiven for all this, for these men’s deaths.
	With a rushing WHSSH! a shoulder-fired Surface to Air Missile rose from the far side of the valley, behind the aliens.  The missile struck the helicopter squarely, just behind the crew compartment.  The warhead did not arm because the range had been too short, and the body of the missile punched right through the “Cobra” opening a two foot hole through which Westgard could see the blue sky.  The ugly machine nosed down and crashed on top of one of the “armored cars.”  One of Westgard’s remaining Abrams killed the other “furry” armored car with a discarding-sabot depleted uranium slug.  The explosions were most satisfying, but Westgard could not see through the wreckage and burning fuel to know what had happened.
	From her post up on the hill, Grayson could see what had happened.  Lieutenant Colonel McClung had brought his battalion and its attached tanks around from the other clearing using the path opened by the aliens.  The mouth of this path was two hundred yards wide on the far side of the valley.  Oldnorth’s men and armor stood elbow to elbow in the opening, waiting.
“Borderguard Six, this is Amelia Two Niner, over,” she said into her radio handset.
	Westgard’s voice came back to her over the speaker.  “This is... WHHHSSHH...”
	White noise filled the speaker.  She looked closely at the radio and saw smoke slowly begin to leak from seams and openings in the set.  “EMP,” she muttered.  “The bastards have cooked our radios.”  Not having the time to contemplate the ability of the aliens to generate a communications-killing ElectroMagnetic Pulse, she instead searched hurriedly through the pockets of her combat jacket, increasingly frustrated at what she did not find.  Then she began to rummage through the storage bins in the command vehicle.
	“What’r you lookin’ fur ma’m?” a Carolinian from the crew asked.
	“A white star cluster, I’m sure I had one here, somewhere..”
	The soldier pulled an aluminum colored cylinder about eight inches long from a cargo pocket on his trouser leg.  “You dropped this when we came over the top,” he said, handing it to her.
	She turned away to face the valley, and pulled the covering metal sleeve off the signaling rocket.  She slid the open end of the outer sleeve over the inner cylinder, making the explosive cap on the inner cylinder’s end available to the firing pin inside the sleeve.  She pointed the business end of the little pyrotechnic up and over the fighting below and slapped the end of the sleeve with the palm of her free hand.  It fired with a bang as the payload flew out the end of the tube and soared up and over the valley trailing a plume of grey smoke behind it.  At its apogee, over the burning “furry” equipment, it burst into a bright cluster of white stars.
	In the Task Force Standing Signal Instructions, a white star cluster pyrotechnic meant only one thing.  It was “Continue the Attack.”  Westgard saw the stars, and looked about him.  The tank gunner sat on the ground nearby, his dented trumpet beside him on the white ash.  “Soldier, do you know the Charge?” he asked.  The man looked up, nodded, and struggled to his feet with Wilson’s help.  “Blow it now,” Westgard said.  “Sound the Charge!”
	The first notes of the old bugle call were shrill and hesitant, but the soldier drew strength from his own music, and the summons of the trumpet for the last, irreversible, hopeless call to arms rang ardent and true across the valley.  The ruined battalions watched Westgard, his aide de camp, and Gaston Rutledge, the radio man, trudge forward toward certain death and they followed.
	From the multitude of holes more “furries” poured forth, this time followed by a group of the smaller creatures that had been the first seen, as well as the huge aliens who had moved the “guns” around.
	From the far side of the valley, beyond the fire and smoke, cheering was heard, then the roar and chatter of the guns.  The sounds grew and grew in volume.  Westgard stopped to listen and his men stopped with him.
	The aliens stopped too.  They seemed uncertain, unsure of what to do next.  They looked at each other, and then most of them broke, running in panic for the sides of the valley.  Westgard’s men began to cheer, and peering through the smoke he saw the advancing tanks and infantry.  Now he understood.  Thank God for the militia, he thought.  A regular would never have moved from where I put him.
	A white flag appeared at the entrance to one of the bigger holes as the jaws of the attack closed on the center of the valley.  A slender figure in an olive drab flight suit waved the flag.  It was the A-10 pilot.	Behind her emerged a bedraggled group of yet another type of alien being.  “Don’t shoot anymore!  Cease fire!  These were prisoners!  Don’t shoot.!” she screamed.
	“Cease fire!” Westgard ordered almost unnecessarily.  His men were finished.  Shooting was not in their minds anymore, and McClung’s people were afraid of hitting Westgard’s force, so it ended quickly, there in the middle of the valley of death.  The remaining alien soldiers, seeing that the pilot’s groups were not killed, lay down their arms and stood with their hands in the air.
	The pilot led her crowd of aliens to him.  There were about twenty.  They were man sized and looked human, remarkably human until you remembered that humans did not have blond fur covering their faces.  “They’re all dead, the leaders,” the pilot told him.  “They killed themselves when they knew you were going to win.  These people were brought here from far away to work for them, they...”
	He was not listening anymore.  Exhaustion had set in.  He held up a hand to stop her.  “Later, Captain, glad to see you made it.  George get the medivac working to get our wounded out of here.  Get a count.  Find McClung, I want to thank him.”
	The armored command track roared down the hill and out into the center of the clearing.  It stopped suddenly, rocking for a few seconds on its suspension.  Alison Grayson jumped down from a side hatch and brought him a radio handset on a long lead.  “Dragon Six,” she said looking around at the destruction in awe.
	“What’s your status, Borderguard?” Marci asked.
	He explained what had happened.
	“Estimate of losses?” she asked.
	“I’m getting a count now but I would guess that Gliderman, Burgwyn and Saber all lost over fifty per cent on my axis.  Oldnorth’s losses are much less..”
	There was a pause while she absorbed that.  “And the aliens?” she asked.
	“Over a thousand killed.  We will have to count them.”
	“No,” she said.  “I am relieved as corps commander, at least for the moment.. .  You are directed to withdraw from the objective area ASAP on receipt of this order.  You will then hand over command to Gliderman Six and report here to accompany me to Washington for debriefing, over.”
	“Gliderman Six is dead, he was killed in the first counterattack.”
	“I am sorry, Phillip,” she said.  “I know you were close friends.”
	“Borderguard Six, this is the Chairman,” interrupted a voice.
	“Yes, sir.”
	“Were they really hostile?”
	God Damn you!  “Without a doubt, over.”
	“Bring your prisoners to Washington, as well as a few of your officers, over.”
	“Yes, sir.”
	“Borderguard?”
	“Sir?”
	“The Russians now tell us they lost twenty thousand men in the Urals yesterday.”
	“Sir.”
	“Good work,  Borderguard.  Out.”

	Three weeks later, a meeting of the powerful took place in Washington.  In the group were the President of the United States, her Vice President, the Secretary of Defense, The Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of National Intelligence, and the leaders of the Congress.  They met to consider the reports rendered by the survivors of Task Force Westgard, the news from other areas of confrontation with the Furries, and the information that had been obtained from Furry prisoners of war as well as the aliens who had been freed by T.F. Westgard.
	At the beginning of the meeting, the Secretary of Defense announced Westgard’s promotion to Major General and the award of a Presidential Unit Citation for Valor to Task Force Westgard.  He also mentioned almost casually that General Grayson would be staying on at 18th Airborne Corps for awhile.
	There were grim looks among the Joint Chiefs.  The truth was that she had grown weary of their indecision and had allowed Westgard to attack on her own authority.
	The head of the CIA was asked to summarize the data for the group.
	“According to the First Ones, as the freed aliens wish to be known, the Furries are descended from them, are actually the descendants of colonists sent to other star systems distant from the home world of the First Ones.  They returned to First One Prime, the home world, two centuries ago, not as returning kinsmen, but rather as conquerors, adherents of a new religion which tells them that they must rule the worlds, all the worlds.  The base Furry type is the five-foot ones.  The dogs are an indigenous Home World Prime animal, but the huge browns and the warriors are genetically engineered variants of the basic Furry stock . . . ”
	“Where is this home world you speak of?” the president asked.
	“Arcturus, the planet circles Arcturus Three, Madame President.”  The CIA chief answered.  “You can see it here on the star chart.”  He pointed to the incomprehensible map of the heavens mounted on a tripod at his side.  “There is an M-Class star here that was unknown until now.  It is called Arcturus Three.”
	“How far is this from here?” the president asked.
	He told her.  It was beyond belief that alien beings had crossed this distance to interfere with the ordered lives so favored by most of the people in the room, but there was the undeniable fact of the presence of two of the First Ones at the meeting.  They sat across from the government officials next to Westgard, McClung, General Grayson and her niece Alison.
	“And why is it that you speak English, and various other languages?” the president asked the older of the two aliens.
	This being, who had announced at her first “debriefing” immediately after the battle that she wanted to be known as Eleanor Roosevelt replied in the mellifluous accent characteristic of her people’s speech that all aboard the earthbound spacecraft had watched and listened to recordings of decades of broadcast human television and radio programming during the journey to Earth.
	“And you are the leader?” the president asked.
	The two aliens conferred and then answered in the negative.  They said that she was a respected elder.  They had no real leaders.
	“And who are you?” The president asked the second alien, a male of great dignity.
	“I am the science officer, captain.” the alien replied holding up one hand with the fingers splayed.  This was hard to do since the number of fingers did not exactly match those of Terran anatomy.
	The president had to think for a minute but she found the reference in a dimly lit corner of her memory.  “Ah, yes..  Are you really the ‘science officer?’”
	“He is our most prominent savant,” Eleanor replied gravely.  “He would make an admirable colleague for Doctor Teller.  Perhaps, we could...”
	“Is this why the Furries had tanks and a helicopter?” the president asked, returning to her earlier line of thought.  “You saw them on television?”
	The answer was yes.  They had built them for the Furries in imitation of machines they had seen on television.  In the same way, they had adopted human methods of fighting.  These were all things from television and films, which the “Furries” admired intensely.
	“So, they learned violence from us?” the Chief of Naval Operations asked.
	In a way, that was true “Eleanor” replied.  The Furries usually exterminated all sentient life on a world before colonizing it.  They did this instinctively and with weapons that simply destroyed everything they did not want, but they had been so taken with the unusual forms of warfare that they saw on human television that their High Council had decided to preserve the  population of earth as a recreational resource.  Earth had been made a place of exercise and leadership development for the Furry ruling class.  They were not original thinkers, but the idea had come to them from watching a film called “The Predator” in which an alien hunter came to Earth to do similar things.
	“What does that mean?” asked the Air Force Chief of Staff.
	“It means,” said Westgard that we are a “training aid” for them.  They will sharpen their skills here, and then use them on other planets, but they won’t finish us off, because they want us around to play with...”
	“But their leaders all died in your battle!” the Army Chief of Staff objected.  “They killed themselves.”
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The End of the Beginning.


	

